“Circle Back to Weavin’ 2021” ~ Missouri Basketweavers Guild

12” L X 8”04B
W X 6 1/2” H

6" L X 6" W09F
X 6" H X 6" D

Beginner
Y Tote
ShakerKit:
Tape
with Fabric Liner

Perfect class for beginners! Weave this handy
tote and custom fit a fabric liner. A variety of
color choices will be provided. In this class
students will learn basic weaving skills, how
to weave a solid bottom, and squaring
corners.
All tools and equipment will be provided
for those who do not own them.

Class: TH-4-1
Thursday
1:00-5:00

Kit:Cane
Y Vase
Towering

All supplies including cut, cleaned and dyed
gourd, antler, danish cord, waxed linen
thread and beads will be provided in this
class. Instructor will demo how to mark and
cut open gourd and how to mark and drill
holes for coiling. Students will learn how to
attach antler to gourd with danish cord.

The vase becomes your mold as you weave
around the glass. You must know how to
triple twine. You will learn to "step up" at the
end of the twining rows and learn to
continuous weave using 2 different materials.
The vase is finished with a simple braided
rim.

Shelia Guidry

Cathy Sylvester

$ 42.00
4 Hrs.

Jackie Thomas

Must know how to triple twine.

Class: TH-4-5
Thursday
1:00-5:00

4" W X 4" H w/handle

$ 70.00
4 Hrs.

17" L X 12" W 21C
X 12" H w/o handle

19G
Intermediate

Intermediate
Kit:on
Y Wheels
East West

Japanese Top Knot
Kit: Y
Anne Bowers
This sweet little square ribbed basket will
cover the basics of ribbed basketry including
God's eyes, inserting ribs, weaving, shaping
and a delightful knot woven in cane on the
handle. Woven with dyed reed and cane.

Some ribbed experience needed.
Special tools needed: Sharpened knife,
thin awl

9" H16D
X 4" D
Intermediate

All Levels
Y Antler
CoilingKit:
and

Pam Milat

Built on a filled open weave base, this
delightful carry-all has dual colored Cherokee
wheels that direct triple twined arrows both
to the East and West. Color choice at
registration: Brown/Coral/Lime W/brown
leather handles or Black/Royal blue/Frost
grey W/Black Leather Handles.

Class: TH-4-6
Thursday
1:00-5:00

$ 40.00
4 Hrs.

Sizes
Vary
20C
Advanced Beginner
N to Creation
Leaves FromKit:
Idea
Marilyn Moore

Bring a real leaf of your choice and design,
set up and prepare the spokes and twine a
leaf. If you wish to turn your leaf into either
a pendant or a brooch, that will also be
discussed. While twining experience is
helpful, it isn't necessary, but willingness to
learn and explore is essential. Twining and
color blending will be covered.

Experience in twining required.
Special tools needed: Wire cutters, chain
nose pliers, round nose pliers, packing
tool, extension cord, task light.

Class: TH-4-8
Thursday
1:00-5:00

$ 42.00
4 Hrs.

Class: TH-FR-12-9
Thursday
1:00-5:00
Friday
8:00-5:00

See pre-order kits and contact information.

$ 100.00
12 Hrs.

Class: TH-FR-12-11
Thursday
1:00-5:00
Friday
8:00-5:00

$ 85.00
12 Hrs.

July 15, 2021
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8 1/2" L X 5 3/4"
W X 1 1/2" - 4" H
03A
All Levels

Kit: Boxes
N
Shaker
Dave Barnes

This is a beginning level, 2 day class where
the student will build a set of 4 nesting Shaker
boxes. Students will apply a finish on their
own. Tools will be provided by the
instructor: drill press, band saw, power
sander, steam box and hammer.
Special tool needed: Sharp folding utility
knife

Class: TH-ST-14-12
Thursday
11:00-5:00
Saturday
8:00-5:00

$ 125.00
14 Hrs.

8" L X 8" W09C
X 9" H X 10" D

8" L X 8" W09G
X 9" H X 10" D

All Levels
Kit: Y Focal Bead
Coiling and Adding
on Gourd

All Levels
Kit: Y Coiling and
Open and Closed
Dyed Cactus Fiber Inset

Canteen type gourd will be precut, cleaned,
dyed, holes drilled for coiling and ready for
students. Dyed gourds will vary in colors.
Teacher will demo how to cut open gourds,
how to mark holes around gourd and how to
drill holes to begin coiling. ALL supplies will
be provided for class. Students will learn how
to coil on gourd and how to attach bead to
coiling.

Canteen shaped gourd will be dyed and ready
for class by teacher. All supplies will be be
provided as part of class. Instructor will
demo how to mark gourd for cutting it open
and how to mark rim for drilling holes for
coiling. Danish cord and waxed linen thread
will be used for coiling. Dyed Cactus fiber
will be inset in the front opening of gourd.
Students will learn open and closed coiling.

Class: FR-4-13
Friday
8:00-12:00

Class: FR-4-14
Friday
1:00-5:00

Shelia Guidry

$ 65.00
4 Hrs.

Shelia Guidry

$ 70.00
4 Hrs.

6 1/2" L X 6 1/2" W04C
X 6 1/2" H X 6 1/2" D

7 1/2"07A
H X 9" D
Intermediate
Kit:Falls
Seneca

3 1/2"14B
H X 8" D
Intermediate
Kit: Y
Ruffled
Bowl

Cathy Sylvester

This basket starts with a wood base that is
attached to a plastic mold to achieve a perfect
shape. Techniques include 4-rod wale with a
step-up, adding overlays to the rim and a
Fibonacci (1,2,3,) spiral weave. Color choices
at class time. Molds can be purchased after
class for $5 if desired.

Round reed spokes are woven into a star
base, then twined. Other techniques include
4 rod waling, bi-spoking, twill and braiding a
rim. The fun part is shaping the ruffled rim,
which is easier than it looks.
Special tool needed: Small awl

Class: FR-6-16
Friday
8:00-3:00

Class: FR-6-17
Friday
8:00-3:00

Advanced Beginner
Kit: Y Candy?"
"Whooo Wants
Owl Candy Dish

This happy little owl sits on a slotted rough
edge hardwood base formed over a 6" clear
glass round bubble vase perfect for M&Ms
or nuts for the fall season! Students will learn
to weave free form creating the eyes and
beak. Lid optional.

Debra Hurd

Diane Wilson

Some weaving experience needed.

Class: FR-6-15
Friday
8:00-3:00

$ 38.00
6 Hrs.

See pre-order kits and contact information.

$ 44.00
6 Hrs.

$ 50.00
6 Hrs.
July 15, 2021
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4 1/2"02C
H X 7" D
Advanced Beginner
Kit:
Y
Nantucket 7"
Pedestal
or Not

9" H06F
X 7" D
Intermediate
Kit:Ice
Y Bucket
Cape Fear
Jan Beyma

Mary and Jimmie Earl McKinzie

Students will insert tapered staves in a cherry
base and will weave with cane over a class
mold. A turned cherry rim will be glued on.
Students will have an option to be creative
with color accent materials that will be be
provided. Black walnut is available for an
additional $10 cost. Cost is $115 without
Pedestal - $125 with Pedestal
Special tools needed: Packing tool,
scissors

Students will learn the basics of setting up &
finishing a Nantucket basket. Students will
insert cane staves into the base and begin
weaving with cane in a twill pattern. Basket
will be woven over a galvanized container
which will stay in the basket. Base & rim are
cherry & will be pre-finished. Lid will be the
galvanized lid that came with the container.
Plastic insert for ice & scoop included.

Woven over a class mold, this basket has
matching dyed spokes and weavers. A twill
and natural triple twining accent the lower
half. The highlight is the lattice design woven
with waxed cotton. For the perfect finishing
touch, the handle is attached with beautiful
beads. Assorted colors will be available.

Candy Barnes

Include choice of wood and style
when requesting class.

Class: FR-8-20
Class: FR-8-20P
Friday
8:00-5:00

$ 115.00
$ 125.00
8 Hrs.

10" H X 7"08B
D w/o handle

Intermediate
Kit:
Y
Tayla

Experience in twills required.
Tool kits provided for class use.

Class: FR-8-22
Friday
8:00-5:00

14 L X 14 W16A
X 10 H w/handle
Intermediate

$ 95.00
8 Hrs.

6" H X17E
9 1/2" D
Intermediate
Kit: YBowl
Evergreen

Y Market
BraidedKit:
Low
Jackie Thomas

Class: FR-8-23
Friday
8:00-5:00

$ 55.00
8 Hrs.

6 " L X 5 " W09B
X 6 " H X 6" D

All Levels
Kit: Y on Gourd
Tapestry Weaving

Sharon Klusmann

Shelia Guidry

Learn the braided weave on this simple but
functional basket. The basket starts with a
filled base and soon you are weaving the
decorative braided weave! Wrapping the
handle will bring the colors to the handle and
add that finishing touch.

This unique basket uses a round wooden
base and all smoked spokes. Twill is Smoked
& Evergreen space dyed with matching
round reed triple twining. Many shaping
techniques will be taught to achieve this
squatty shaped design. Learn to decrease
spokes while triple twining beginning with all
smoked and ending with all color. It has a
traditional rim and fun embellishments that
are all included.

Learn how to cut and drill holes in gourd in
order to do weaving that resembles weaving
used on tapestry pieces. All supplies for this
class, including cut, dyed gourd ready for
weaving, will be provided by teacher. Lots of
different yarns, threads and beads will also be
provided and also philodendron sheaths to
finish rim.

Class: FR-8-24
Friday
8:00-5:00

Class: FR-8-25
Friday
8:00-5:00

Class: ST-4-26
Saturday
8:00-12:00

$ 50.00
8 Hrs.

See pre-order kits and contact information.

$ 70.00
8 Hrs.

$ 65.00
4 Hrs.
July 15, 2021
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11" L X 10" W09D
X 10" H X 11" D

10" W X 10" H w/handle

Shelia Guidry

Cabbage Kale Kohlrabi
Kit: Y
Anne Bowers

This is a unique gourd to weave because the
weaving is dependent on how it dips and
swirls by how the gourd is cut. Students will
learn where to cut the gourd to get different
flares. Gourds will be precut for class but
teacher will demo how to cut gourd to flare
out on each side. All supplies including gourd
ready to weave will be provided by teacher.

Third in Anne's 'Vegetable Series', this square
ribbed basket uses a wide variety of greens in
cane and various sizes of reed. A new handle
design starts this basket followed by color
changes within the God's eyes. Pre-shaped
ribs are inserted as primary and secondary
ribs, weaving is done on the diagonal. No two
will be alike, but each will be beautiful!

19A
Advanced

All Levels
Y
"Undulating"Kit:
Weaving
on Gourd

Some rib construction experience
needed.

13" 04A
H X 8" D
Intermediate
Kit: Y
Harmony
Cathy Sylvester

Weave this Fibonacci sequence spiral basket
mirroring the expanding harmony of nature.
Students will determine the height, shape,
color and embellishment of this elegant
pattern. Some experience with twill helpful.
Several choices of reed color and
embellishments will be offered.

Some experience with twill helpful.

Special tool needed: Sharpened knife

Class: ST-4-27
Saturday
1:00-5:00

$ 80.00
4 Hrs.

Class: ST-SN-10-28
Saturday
8:00-5:00
Sunday
8:00-10:00

6" H14F
X 13" D
All Levels

10 Hrs.

5" H16B
X 12" D
Intermediate
Kit: Y
Braided
Nelly

Kit: Y
Cat's Comfortable
Bed
Diane Wilson

A snug round bed for your cat is made with
round and flat reed. Techniques include a
split spoke base with Japanese continuous
weaving, adding bi-spokes, 4 and 3 rod
waling. The sides are continuous weaving
turn-backs with 1/4" flat reed. Finish with a
basic 3 rod plain border with add-on track.

$ 125.00

Class: ST-6-29
Saturday
8:00-3:00

$ 52.00
6 Hrs.

2" W X 2 3/4" H

All 20B
Levels

Lavaliere, Wire Cloth and Bead
Kit: Y
Pendant

Jackie Thomas

The advanced (red) version uses only #3
Round reed. The intermediate (green)
version uses ¼” reed on the sides. The
layered braid finishes this basket – don't
let it scare you – it really is fun!
Controlling the sides as you “rand” will
be the challenge. Pick one of the side
versions (round reed or 1/4"). Other
colors will be available. (Taught with
permission from Venie Hinson)

Must know how to twine. Choose side
style (other colors will be available).

Marilyn Moore

Make this bead encrusted pendant
exploring ways to use wire cloth and
beads, this luxurious looking pendant
will be a fun exploration into these
materials. Hemming wire cloth and
stitching beads using simple beading
techniques will be covered.
Special tools needed: Wire cutters, chain
nose pliers, metal burnisher, metal ruler,
extension cord, personal light.

Special tool needed: Small bent packer

Class: ST-6-30
Saturday
8:00-3:00

$ 50.00
6 Hrs.

Class: ST-6-31
Saturday
8:00-3:00

See pre-order kits and contact information.

$ 45.00
6 Hrs.

Class: ST-6-32
Saturday
8:00-3:00

$ 45.00
6 Hrs.
July 15, 2021
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2 1/2" H02A
X 9 3/4" D
Advanced Beginner
Kit: YClock
Nantucket

9" H06B
X 7" D
Intermediate

11 1/2 L X 6 1/2 W
X 7 1/2 H w/handle
17F

Kit: Treat
Y
Nantucket
Tin

Candy Barnes

Jan Beyma

Students will insert tapered staves in a cherry
base and will weave with cane over a class
mold. A turned cherry rim will be glued on.
Included is a custom-made base with
engraved numbers that will be painted by
students in class. A quartz clock movement
will be installed after finishing. Notify
instructor if you prefer Black Walnut which
is a $10 extra charge.
Special tools needed: Packing tools,
scissors

Students will learn the basics of setting up
and finishing a Nantucket basket. Students
will insert cane staves into the base and begin
weaving with cane in a twill pattern. Basket
will be woven over a galvanized tin container
which will stay in the basket. Base, rim and
lid are cherry and will be pre-finished.
Student will choose type of ceramic knob
they would like. (dog, cat or plain white)

Class: ST-8-34
Saturday
8:00-5:00

Class: ST-8-36
Saturday
8:00-5:00

$ 115.00
8 Hrs.

Experience in twills required.
Tool kits provided for class use.

3" L X 2" W

$ 95.00
8 Hrs.

Intermediate
Kit: YGathering
Summer Berry
Sharon Klusmann

This colorful beauty begins with an oval
wooden base and has a galvanized tin for a
stay in mold. Spokes are natural, burgundy,
hunter and navy ¼” FO. Learn this easy
continuous twill, start/stop weaving and
triple twining in pairs. Also taught are
forming and wrapping your own handles
from ¼” oval, oval spokes. Learn a
traditional rim with Cherokee Wheels for an
embellishment.
Special tools needed: Small flat Weave
Rite™ tool, small packer

Class: ST-8-39
Saturday
8:00-5:00

$ 78.00
8 Hrs.

8" H06H
X 4" D
Beginner
Kit: Y To Go Cup
Von's Nantucket

All Levels
Kit: Y Earrings
Twined Filigree

Learn how to make wire trees over agate
slices to tie on to your baskets. A variety of
colors and wires will be offered to create your
one of a kind basket embellishment.
Special tools needed: Small curved
needle nose pliers and wire cutters

Students will learn the basics of setting up &
finishing a Nantucket basket. Students will
insert cane staves & begin weaving w/cane in
an over under pattern & change to a twill &
back to over under pattern to finish basket.
Basket will be woven over a stainless steel
cup which remains part of basket. Base & rim
will be pre-finished cherry. Insert a small to
go coffee cup into your woven cup to keep
from burning your hands.
Tools will be provided for class use.

Twine these elegant earrings using wire for
spokes that have been bent into a filigree
design. These earrings add color to the
beauty of the bare copper wire. This is an
easy and fun project, earrings that will
complement your favorite outfit. Add a pearl
or bead drop in the heart as an accent to the
twining.
Special tools needed: Small wire cutters,
chain nose pliers, personal task light,
extension cord

Class: SN-4-43
Sunday
8:00-12:00

Class: SN-4-44
Sunday
8:00-12:00

Class: SN-4-47
Sunday
8:00-12:00

All 04F
Levels
Agate Wire Tree Embellishment
Kit: Y
Cathy Sylvester

$ 20.00
4 Hrs.

Jan Beyma

See pre-order kits and contact information.

$ 60.00
4 Hrs.

3/4" 20D
W X 2" H

Marilyn Moore

$ 52.00
4 Hrs.
July 15, 2021

